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PART A  

1. 

 It gives a good appearance  and natural beauty.  

 We have now landscaping to help us in modifying both indoor and and outdoor Climates.  

2. Horticulture is the agriculture of plants,mainly for food ,materials, comfort and beauty for 

decoration. 

3. money plant,cappl peace lilly plant,indoor snake plant,swiss cheese plant. 

4. principles of japanees garden 

 Simple paths 

 A group of rocks 

 Stepping stones 

 Streams & waterfalls 

 Bridges 

 Shrubs , trees , flower plants  

 Fences and wall 

5.concrete,bamboo,rock,laterite brick. 

PART B 

1.Principles of landscape design 

 Unity - One of the basics of landscape design is creating a central theme to build your 

outdoor plan upon. A unified look is important to a beautiful landscape design. 

 • Balance - The plants, walkways, and other features of your outdoor plan should be laid 

out in an asymmetrical design that complements the entire yard. 



 

 

• Transition - Changes in colors, plant styles, and 

accessories will blend better with planned transitions to slowly move into the new look. 

 • Proportion - Plan a design that incorporates trees and shrubs that are relative to the size 

of the people and things around them. 

 • Rhythm - The patterns created with colors and lines give the landscape design a natural 

rhythm that is 

relaxing and enjoyable. 

 • Focalization - With the use of lines, form, and balance, you can develop a landscape 

design with 

specific focal points to draw interest and turn heads. 

• Repetition - Repetition of these patterns and rhythms, in just the right amount, gives your   

outdoor design the perfect look without being overpowering. 

2.    Economic Benefits: 

     · Landscaping enhances property values. 

     · Proper placement of shade trees and evergreen reduces   cooling costs. 

     EnvironmentalBenefits: 

       One tree removes 26 pounds of carbon dioxide from the air every year and         

releases about 13 pounds of oxygen-enough for a family offer on a daily basis. 

·Plants control runoff and erosion. 

·Plants reduce noise pollution up to 50 percent. 

· Plants creates green space for human rest & recreation. 

Elements of landscape may be classified as  

1.  Natural elements 

2. Artificial elements 

Natural elements 

 Natural elements are formed by nature and that are present at the site or 

moved to the site by the landscape designer. 

 Natural elements consist of water,soil,rock and vegetation  

1. Water : 



 

 

          In manmade landscape ,the use of water ranges from functional water 

works such as  

 Reservoirs 

 Canals 

 Fountains 

 Cascades 

 It moves, reflects light and sparkles. These properties are valuable in 

landscape. 

 Natural water bodies like rivers,streams,springs,lakes,seas etc. 

 The treatment of the banks and the edges must be done with great care. 

 Uses of water 

 The uses of water in landscpae may be classified as 

 functional :- functional uses includes irrigating the vegetation the site, 

evaporative cooling of air and fire-fighting purposes. 

 Aesthetic :- 

   water may be considered as a visual element. it provides visual and 

psychological pleasures. 

  A space a water display can strongly effect the character of a space. 

  water has its own qualities of change , movement and variation under the 

play of wind and light. 

 Psychological :- 

 Moving water creates a sense of rhythm and purpose while still water 

conveys a feeling of tranquility and rest. 

 The reflections in water add to the depth qualities and at night , transform 

the whole surrounding scene.  



 

 

Soil 

 Earth is very important because it is the floor of landscape spaces, the root 

medium in which plants live. 

 Earth is leveled where needed and given a gentle slope for drainage.  

 it is then covered with paving, grass or other vegetation so as to avoid dust 

in dry weather and mud in wet weather. 

 Beautiful landscapes and garden designs begin with the proper soil.  

Artificial elements ; 

 Artificial elements used in a landscape are manmade elements . 

 They include  paving , fences , steps , retaining walls , pergolas , garden 

furniture etc. 

1) Paving : 

     paving means covering a path or a floor with a suitable material. 

 Paving material are brick , concrete ,tiles ,asphalt ,stone. 

 Some kinds of paving give very good textures and colours. 

 Smooth surfaces are easier to maintain than rough ones.but they may be 

slippery when wet. 

 For vehicular paving the foundation thickness should be more than that for 

pedestrian paving.  

2) Fences 
 

 A fence is a freestanding structure designed to restrict or prevent movement 

across a boundary.fences are constructed for several purposes:  

 To bring privacy to a yard. 

 To prevent trespassing or theft. 

 To enhance the appearance of a property , garden or other landscaping. 



 

 

 wood , aluminium are used for fences. 

 

3. Grafting and budding is a art joining two different plant parts together, in such 

a manner  that they unites and continues their growth as simple plant. In case of 

building single  bud is inserte

consisting two or more  buds is inserted in to the stock. Stock is a lower portion of 

the graft union, where as,  scion is the upper portion a place at which both unites 

is termed as scion or graft union.

Budding is the vegetative method of plant propagation and can be  defined as “ an 

art of insertion of a single mature bud in to the stem of the rootstock  in such way 

that the union takes place and the combination continues to grow. It is  grafting of 

a single individual bud instead of whole bud stick on scion as in done in  case of 

grafting.  

4. 

 Herb is any plant used for flavoring , food , medicine or perfume.

 example : parsley , mint  

Ground covers: 

wood , aluminium are used for fences.  

Grafting and budding is a art joining two different plant parts together, in such 

a manner  that they unites and continues their growth as simple plant. In case of 

building single  bud is inserted in to the stock, where as in grafting a bud stick 

consisting two or more  buds is inserted in to the stock. Stock is a lower portion of 

the graft union, where as,  scion is the upper portion a place at which both unites 

is termed as scion or graft union.  

Budding is the vegetative method of plant propagation and can be  defined as “ an 

art of insertion of a single mature bud in to the stem of the rootstock  in such way 

that the union takes place and the combination continues to grow. It is  grafting of 

a single individual bud instead of whole bud stick on scion as in done in  case of 

Herb is any plant used for flavoring , food , medicine or perfume.

Grafting and budding is a art joining two different plant parts together, in such 

a manner  that they unites and continues their growth as simple plant. In case of 

d in to the stock, where as in grafting a bud stick 

consisting two or more  buds is inserted in to the stock. Stock is a lower portion of 

the graft union, where as,  scion is the upper portion a place at which both unites 

 

Budding is the vegetative method of plant propagation and can be  defined as “ an 

art of insertion of a single mature bud in to the stem of the rootstock  in such way 

that the union takes place and the combination continues to grow. It is  grafting of 

a single individual bud instead of whole bud stick on scion as in done in  case of 

Herb is any plant used for flavoring , food , medicine or perfume. 



 

 

 Ground cover is a plant used for the purpose of growing over an area of 

ground , to protect it from soil erosion. 

 In a ecosystem , ground cover is the layer of vegetation below to shrubs 

layer. 

 The term ground cover refers to non grass plants that are used in place of 

grasses. 

 Examples : strawberry , ivy plants  

5. terrace garden: 

 A terrace or roof garden is any garden on the roof of the building.  

 In cities available gardening area is less ,so we go in for roof gardens.  

 Plantings in containers or hanging baskets are extensively used in terrace 

gardens for the ease of replacement and also for weight reduction.  

advantages 

 In cities available gardening area is less ,so we go in for roof gardens.  

 Increase  aesthetic appearance and beauty . 

 Less area is enough. 

6 .  physical elements in landscape 

  Direction or Line 

  The water surface can be expressed as a  line. 

  By shaping the edge over which water falls, water can become a series of 

vertical lines. 

 It implies A connection between earth and sky. 

       forms 

  It conveys a sense of centrality or arrival. 



 

 

 Form can be expressed through built objects or trees and shrubs of various 

shapes and sizes which create natural patterns. 

COLOUR 

 Good quality water is relatively clear 
  It takes on color imparted by reflections carried upon its surface 
  The water surface reflects all the colors in its immediate environment. 
 Texture – Paving and building materials along with plants with varying 

textures can add to the atmosphere of your outdoor area. 

 Scale – Your outdoor design should balance the size of the buildings or 

established plants it surrounds, while maintaining a comfortable human 

environment for the individuals who will use the area. 

7.   JAPANESE GARDENS 

  Main features 

 Simple paths 

 A group of rocks 

 Stepping stones 

 Streams & waterfalls 

 Bridges 

 Shrubs , trees , flower plants ,Fences and wall. 

PART C 

UNIT I 

III (a) Features of a formal gardens 
• First plan is made on paper and then land is selected 
accordingly 
• Land is leveled 
• Symmetrical design 
• Geometrical: Square, rectangular, circular beds and 



 

 

borders 
• Roads and paths cut at right angle 
• Balance is symmetrical as same feature replicated on both sides of central axis. 
• Hedges, edges and topiary are trimmed 
• Trees can be selected as individual feature 
• Mughal, Persian, Italian, French and American garden. 

Features of informal gardens 
 
• Plan is forced to fit the land 
• Main aim is to capture natural scenery 
• Land is not leveled 
• Asymmetrical design 
• Non-geometrical beds and borders 
• Untrimmed hedges, edges and topiary 
• Individual plants are not selected as feature 
• Japanese, Chinese, English gardens 

(b) Elements of landscape may be classified as  

3.  Natural elements 

4. Artificial elements 

Natural elements 

 Natural elements are formed by nature and that are present at the site or 

moved to the site by the landscape designer. 

 Natural elements consist of water,soil,rock and vegetation  

2. Water : 

          In manmade landscape ,the use of water ranges from functional water 

works such as  

 Reservoirs 

 Canals 

 Fountains 



 

 

 Cascades 

 It moves, reflects light and sparkles. These properties are valuable in 

landscape. 

 Natural water bodies like rivers,streams,springs,lakes,seas etc. 

 The treatment of the banks and the edges must be done with great care. 

 Uses of water 

 The uses of water in landscpae may be classified as 

 functional :- functional uses includes irrigating the vegetation the site, 

evaporative cooling of air and fire-fighting purposes. 

 Aesthetic :- 

   water may be considered as a visual element. it provides visual and 

psychological pleasures. 

  A space a water display can strongly effect the character of a space. 

  water has its own qualities of change , movement and variation under the 

play of wind and light. 

 Psychological :- 

 Moving water creates a sense of rhythm and purpose while still water 

conveys a feeling of tranquility and rest. 

 The reflections in water add to the depth qualities and at night , transform 

the whole surrounding scene.  

Soil 

 Earth is very important because it is the floor of landscape spaces, the root 

medium in which plants live. 

 Earth is leveled where needed and given a gentle slope for drainage.  



 

 

 it is then covered with paving, grass or other vegetation so as to avoid dust 

in dry weather and mud in wet weather. 

 Beautiful landscapes and garden designs begin with the proper soil.  

Artificial elements ; 

 Artificial elements used in a landscape are manmade elements . 

 They include  paving , fences , steps , retaining walls , pergolas , garden 

furniture etc. 

3) Paving : 

     paving means covering a path or a floor with a suitable material. 

 Paving material are brick , concrete ,tiles ,asphalt ,stone. 

 Some kinds of paving give very good textures and colours. 

 Smooth surfaces are easier to maintain than rough ones.but they may be 

slippery when wet. 

 For vehicular paving the foundation thickness should be more than that for 

pedestrian paving.  

4) Fences 
 

 A fence is a freestanding structure designed to restrict or prevent movement 

across a boundary.fences are constructed for several purposes:  

 To bring privacy to a yard. 

 To prevent trespassing or theft. 

 To enhance the appearance of a property , garden or other landscaping. 

 wood , aluminium are used for fences. 

  IV (a) 1. SOUND OF WATER OR WATER BIRDS 

             2. MOVEMENT OF RIVERS, WATERFALLS OR WAVES 



 

 

3. COLOURS OF WATER AND COASTS 

4. REFLECTIONS ON WATER SURFACE 

5. POSSIBILITY OF EXPANDING BIOTOPES OF CERTAIN SPECIES. 

6. WATER CREATES A SCULPTURING EFFECT.   

 Aesthetic :- 

   water may be considered as a visual element. it provides visual and 

psychological pleasures. 

  A space a water display can strongly effect the character of a space. 

  water has its own qualities of change , movement and variation under the 

play of wind and light. 

   example:- cascades , pools, fountains  

 functional :- functional uses includes irrigating the vegetation the site, 

evaporative cooling of air and fire-fighting purposes. 

(b) Principles of landscape 

 • Unity - One of the basics of landscape design is creating a central theme to 

build your outdoor plan upon. A unified look is important to a beautiful 

landscape design. 

 • Balance - The plants, walkways, and other features of your outdoor plan 

should be laid out in an asymmetrical design that complements the entire 

yard. 

• Transition - Changes in colors, plant styles, and 

accessories will blend better with planned transitions to slowly move into the new 

look. 

 • Proportion - Plan a design that incorporates trees and shrubs that are 

relative to the size of the people and things around them. 



 

 

 • Rhythm - The patterns created with colors and lines give the landscape 

design a natural rhythm that is 

relaxing and enjoyable. 

 • Focalization - With the use of lines, form, and balance, you can develop a 

landscape design with specific focal points to draw interest and turn heads. 

• Repetition - Repetition of these patterns and rhythms, in just the right amount, 

gives your outdoor  design the perfect look without being overpowering. 

UNIT II 

V (a) Methods of propagation 

1. SEXUAL PROPAGATION  

2. ASEXUAL PROPAGATION  

SEXUAL PROPAGATION :   

    Multiplication of plants byusing seed is called as sexual  propagation.  

Advantages  

1. The plant raised by seed is planted lived. 

2. They are hardy with deep root system. So they are vigorous in growth.  

3. Seed propagation is necessary when vegetative  propagation is  

unsuccessful or expenses. e.g. papaya, coconut and Areca nut. 

 Asexual Propagation in Plants 

 Asexual propagation or vegetative propagation refers  to the 

multiplication of any plant from any vegetative parts as plant other than the 

seed. 

Advantages of Vegetative Propagation  

1. Vegetative propagation is the only alternate where no seed is formed or  

germination of seed is very slow or no viable seed is formed. (e.g. Banana,  

Pine-apple and roses, seedless grape ). 



 

 

2. Many plants are propagated by vegetative means because of the speedy easy 

of multiplication.  

 Grafting 
 Budding 
 Layering 
 Seed 
 Root cutting 

 (b) 1) Annual plants 

 2) Biennial plants 

 3) perennial plants 

Annual plants 

  A plant whose life cycle in one year or one season is called an annual 

plants. 

 Annual plant must be replanted every year , certain plant reseed them self. 

 Many of the colourful garden plants are annual. 

 Examples:  weet ,rice 

  

VI (a)   1) Annual plants 

       2) Biennial plants 



 

 

       3) perennial plants 

Annual plants 

  A plant whose life cycle in one year or one season is called an annual 

plants. 

 Annual plant must be replanted every year , certain plant reseed them self. 

 Many of the colourful garden plants are annual. 

 Examples:  weet ,rice 

 

 

(b) They establish a site character to large extent. 

 They hold the soil. 

 Modify the climate. 

 Provide wind break & wind screen . 

 Plants can transform a dull & barel site into a more useful comfortable & 

pleasant place.  

 Preventing soil erosion 

 Provide shade and reduce the heat of the sun 



 

 

 Climbers and creepers can be used to drape walls , fences and to cover 

arches and pergolas. 

UNIT III 

VII (a) lightening in landscape 

•        OUTDOOR LIGHTING IS USED TO ILLUMINATE PEDESTRIAN 

WALKWAYS, ROADS  AND ENTRY AREAS. IT MAY ALSO PROVIDE A 

DRAMATIC EFFECT WHEN IT LIGHTS  UP BENCHES AND FOUNTAINS.  

• THE LEVEL OF ILLUMINATION VARIES WITH THE EXTENT OF USAGE OF 

THE  

VARIOUS EXTERNAL SPACES.  

• HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT IS REQUIRED FOR HIGHWAYS AND OTHER 

HEAVILY USED  AREAS.  

• WARM AND COLOURED ILLUMINATION IS BEST SUITED FOR QUIET AREAS 

ALONG  MINOR RESIDENTIAL STREETS AND PARKING AREAS  

IX   (a) JAPANESE GARDENS 

Main elements 

 Simple paths 

 A group of rocks 

 Stepping stones 

 Streams & waterfalls 

 Bridges 

 Shrubs , trees , flower plants  

 Fences and wall 

 



 

 

 

Water or stream 

• It represents the sea, lake, pond  or river in nature.  

• Non geometrical in appearance;  in order to preserve the natural  shapes, 

man- made ponds are  asymmetrical.  

• The bank of the pond is usually  bordered by stones  

• A fountain is sometimes found at  the bottom of a hill or hillside or  secluded 

forest.  

• Wells are sometimes found in a  Japanese garden.  

Simple paths 

 flat stepping stones served to  preserve the grass as well as  orient the viewer 

to a specific  visual experience.  

 step- stones are found near  the veranda or entrance of the  house or tea 

room. The visitor  of the house or room is  expected to place his shoes on  

the step- stone before  entering.  

Plants 

 Garden of the 10th to 12th centuries  contained cherry, plum trees, pines  

and willows. 

 Flowers, flowering plants and shrubs  were regarded as signs of frivolity and  

were replaced by evergreen trees that  symbolized eternity.  

Trees in Japanese garden 



 

 

• Japanese garden is predominately green with  its use of evergreen trees.  

• When flowering trees found in Japanese  garden are camelias, specifically 

the tsubaki  and sazanka.  

Fences and wall 

• There are three types of fences:  

• the short fence which extends from  the house into the garden  

• an inner fence and an outer fence.  

• Short fences or sodegaki are  screens that hide unwanted views or  objects.  

• They are about 6 or 7 feet high.  

• Add color and texture to the garden.  

• Materials used are bamboo, wood  and twigs of bamboo or tree.  

Stones 

• Stones are fundamental elements  of Japanese gardens. 

• Stones used are not quarried by  the hand of man, but of stones  shaped by 

nature only  

• Used to construct the garden's  paths, bridges, and walkways.  

• Represent a geological presence  where actual mountains are not  viewable 

or present. They are  placed in odd numbers and a  majority of the groupings 

reflect  triangular shapes . 

(b) Basic rules in the design of Japanese garden 

 Natural: that should make the garden look as if it grew by itself  

 Asymmetry: that creates the impression of it being natural  

 Odd numbers: It supports the effect of the asymmetry  

 Simplicity: that follows the idea of 'less is more'  

 Triangle: that is the most common shape for compositions made  of stones, 

plants, etc.  



 

 

 Contrast: that creates tension between elements  

 Lines: that can create both tranquility and tension  

 Curves: that softens the effect  

Openness: that indicates interaction between all elements. 

X (a)  

TAJ Garden 

 The tomb building , taj mahal is placed at the farthest end of a rectangular 

plot along the banks of river jamuna. 

 The garden and subsidiary building ( taj mahal , the mosque and rest house ) 

are enclosed by a broad wall with octagonal pavilions at each end and a 

monumental entrance gate at the centre of the southern side. 

 Raised marble water tank at the center of the garden, halfway between the 

tomb and gateway with a reflecting pool on a north-south axis, reflects the 

image of the mausoleum. 

 Taj Mahal garden is unusual in that the main element, the tomb, is located at 

the end of the garden. 

 they use of symmetry and pattern can be seen in the relationship between 

sunlight and shade, plants and water, and light and dark tones.  

 the garden describe its surplus of vegetation, including abundant roses, 

daffodils,and fruit trees. 

X (b)  

Main features of mughal garden 

1. Site and style of design 

2. Walls and gates 

3. Terraces 



 

 

4. Nahars or running water 

5. Sculpture ie , a tomb or a mosque 

6. Trees and flowers 

7. Bardaras or a retreat  

1. Site and style of design 

 The site for the garden is always along the bank of river or on a hill slope 

with a pernnial stream. 

 Mughal gardens were generally rectangular or square in shape.they were 

designed as formal gardens.  

2.Walls and gates 

 Mughal gardens acted as resorts or places of recreation for the emperors. 

 So they were also provided security. 

 Hence they were surrounded by high walls and had imposing gates. 

 The high walls offered security and also shelter from hot wind.  

3.Terraces 

 Mughal were fond of terraces in gardens. 

 Even in plain lands they created artificial terraces.their gardens were mostly 

divided into eight terraces.  

4. Nahars 

 Water is the most important element in the mughal gardens. 

 It was used to its fullest extent ,to evoke feelings in the observer. 

 Water canals were paved with blue tiles or marbles to create an illusion of 

depth. 



 

 

 Water imparted qaulities of movement and coolness to the gardens. 

 Fountains were provided in the canals which created coolness in the 

surrounding air. 

 Small lamps were provided which created beautiful reflections in water at 

night.  

5. Tomb or mosque 

 A mughal garden looked best when it provided a setting for a monument like 

a tomb or a mosque. 

 The garden and a building become one unit through efficient landscaping.  

6.Trees and flowers 

 The trees were selected with careful planning & thought .each tree in the 

garden symbolised something. 

 The each fruit bearing trees symbolize life and youth ,the unchanging tree 

representes death  and eternity. 

 The seasonal flowering plants were used for flower beds which were 

constructed along the water canals or near the building.  

7.Bardaras (resting places ) 

 Bardaras were a resting places like structures or shelters or retreats usually 

shielded by plants and creepers. 

 These were made of stone or red marbles.a proper roof was provided for the 

bardaras.  

 

 

 

 


